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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to prove common fixed point theorems for two operators
without the assumption of continuity on a set endowed with vector-valued b-metric and we also
study the case of two vector-valued b-metrics. The well-posedness of the fixed point problem
is also discussed and an application is presented for systems of operator equations in complete
b-normed vector space. Our results improve and generalize theorems 2 and 5 of M. Boriceanu
[5].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The classical Banach contraction principle was extended for contraction mappings
on spaces endowed with vector-valued metrics by Perov [9] in 1964. In [2] Bakhtin
introduced the notion of b-metric spaces as a generalization of metric spaces and
this notion was extensively used by Czerwik in [6]. Bakhtin proved the contraction
mapping principle in b-metric spaces that generalized the famous Banach contraction
principle in metric spaces. Since then, several papers have dealt with fixed point
theory or the variational principle for single-valued operators in b-metric spaces see
V. Berinde [3]. In the first section, we prove some results for two operators on a
generalized b-metric space without the assumption of continuity that has been used
in theorem 2 of M. Boriceanu [5] and the well-posedness of the fixed point problem
is also discussed. As an application we present a theorem for systems of operator
equations in complete b-normed vector space and in the second section we generalize
theorem 5 given by M. Boriceanu [5] using two generalized b-metrics.
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2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS

The aim of this section is to present some definitions and results that will be needed
in the sequel.

Definition 1. [6] Let X be a nonempty set and let s � 1 be a given real number. A
function d W X �X ! Rn

C
is said to be a vector-valued b-metric on X if and only if

for all x;y;´ 2X the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) d.x;y/D 0 if and only if x D y,
(2) d.x;y/D d.y;x/,
(3) d.x;´/� sŒd.x;y/Cd.y;´/�.

A pair .X;d/ is called a generalized b-metric space.

Remark 1. If ˛;ˇ 2 Rn with ˛D .˛1;˛2; : : : ;˛n/, ˇD .ˇ1;ˇ2; : : : ;ˇn/ and c 2 R,
then by ˛ � ˇ (respectively ˛ < ˇ), we mean that ˛i � ˇi (respectively ˛i < ˇi ), for
all i D 1;n and by ˛ � c we mean that ˛i � c, for all i D 1;n.

The advantage for using a b-metric is that it allows us to obtain concrete results,
not only regarding the existence of the fixed point, but also regarding the convergence
of sequences of successive approximations, data dependence of the fixed point set and
the study of well-posedness of the fixed point problem.

Notice that in a generalized b-metric space .X;d/ the notions of convergent se-
quence, Cauchy sequence, completeness, compactness, open and closed subset are
similar to those for usual metric spaces, but in general a generalized b-metric func-
tion d is not continuous, for examples, see [8].

Throughout this paper we denote by Mn�n.RC/ the set of all n�n matrices with
positive elements, by � the zero n� n matrix and by I the identity n� n matrix.
Notice also that, for the sake of simplicity, we will make an identification between
row and column vectors in Rn.

Definition 2. [14] A matrix C 2Mn�n.RC/ is said to be convergent to zero if and
only if

C n
!�; as n!1:

For other examples and considerations on matrices which converge to zero, see
Turinici [13].

Notice that, for the proof of the main results, we need the following theorem, part
of which being a classical result in matrix analysis, see [10, 11].

Theorem 1. [10] Let C 2Mn�n.RC/. The following statements are equivalent:
i) C is a matrix convergent to zero,

ii) the matrix .I �C/ is nonsingular and

.I �C/�1
D I CC CC 2

C : : :CC n
C : : : ;

iii) the matrix .I �C/ is nonsingular and .I �C/�1 has nonnegative elements.
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Lemma 1. [6] Let .X;d/ be a generalized b-metric space and let fxkg
n
kD0
� X .

Then:

d.xn;x0/� sd.x0;x1/C�� �C s
n�1d.xn�2;xn�1/C s

n�1d.xn�1;xn/:

The notion of well-posedness was treated in many articles, for example the article
of M. Akkouchi, V. Popa [1] and M. Boriceanu [4].

Definition 3. Let .X;d/ be a generalized b-metric space and f;g W.X;d/!.X;d/
be two mappings. The fixed point problem of f and g is said to be well posed if:

i) f and g have a unique common fixed point ´ in X ,
ii) for any sequence fxng in X such that lim

n!1
d.f .xn/;xn/D 0

or lim
n!1

d.g.xn/;xn/D 0, we have lim
n!1

d.xn;´/D 0:

Now, we give this lemma which is a generalization of lemma 3.1 of [12].

Lemma 2. Let .X;d/ be a generalized b-metric space and fxng a sequence in X
such that

d.xn;xnC1/� Cd.xn�1;xn/; nD 1;2; : : : ;

where C 2Mn�n.RC/. Then the sequence fxng is Cauchy sequence in X provided
that sC is convergent towards zero.

Proof. For any n, we have:

d.xn;xnC1/� Cd.xn�1;xn/

� C 2d.xn�2;xn�1/� : : :� C
nd.x0;x1/:

To prove that .xn/n2N is a Cauchy sequence, we estimate d.xn;xnCp/ using the
triangle inequality:

d.xn;xnCp/� sd.xn;xnC1/C s
2d.xnC1;xnC2/C�� �C s

p�2d.xnCp�3;xnCp�2/

C sp�1d.xnCp�2;xnCp�1/C s
p�1d.xnCp�1;xnCp/

� sC nd.x0;x1/C s
2C nC1d.x0;x1/C�� �C s

p�2C nCp�3d.x0;x1/

C sp�1C nCp�2d.x0;x1/C s
p�1C nCp�1d.x0;x1/

D sC nd.x0;x1/ŒI C sC C�� �C s
p�2Cp�2

C sp�2Cp�1�

� sC nd.x0;x1/ŒI C sC C�� �C s
p�2Cp�2

C sp�1Cp�1�

� sC nd.x0;x1/.I � sC /
�1

� .sC /nd.x0;x1/.I � sC /
�1:

Note that .I � sC / is nonsingular since sC is convergent to zero. This implies that
the sequence .xn/n2N is a Cauchy sequence. �

In the case of b-metric space, the previous lemma will be as follows:
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Lemma 3. [12] Let .X;d/ be a b-metric space, fxng a sequence in X such that:

d.xn;xnC1/� Cd.xn�1;xn/;

where 0 � C < 1. Then the sequence fxng is a Cauchy sequence in X provided that
sC < 1.

For the case of generalized metric space or metric space it is enough to replace s
by 1 in lemma 2 and lemma 3 respectively.

In the next section, we generalize and improve the following theorem of
M. Boriceanu [5]:

Theorem 2. Let .X;d/ be a complete generalized b-metric space. Assume that
the operator f : X !X satisfies the following conditions:

(a) f is continuous;
(b) there exists matrices M;N;P 2Mn�n.RC/ with:

(i) .I �N �Ps/ is nonsingular and .I �N �Ps/�1 2Mn�n.RC/;
(ii) sC is convergent towards zero, where C D .I �N �Ps/�1.M CN C

Ps/;
(iii) d.f .x/;f .y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;f .y//�
CP Œd.x;f .y//Cd.y;f .x//�; for all x;y 2X:

Then:
(1) f has a fixed point x� in X .
(2) If, in addition, .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then x� is unique.

3. COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR TWO OPERATORS ON GENERALIZED
b-METRIC SPACE WITHOUT THE ASSUMPTION OF CONTINUITY

The first main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem 3. Let .X;d/ be a complete generalized b-metric space. Assume that
the operators f , g : X !X satisfy the following conditions:

there exists matrices M;N;P 2Mn�n.RC/ with:
(i) .I �N �Ps/ is nonsingular and .I �N �Ps/�12Mn�n.RC/ and .I �
sN � s2P / is nonsingular and .I � sN � s2P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/;

(ii) sC is convergent towards zero, where C D .I �N �Ps/�1.M CN CPs/;
(iii) d.f .x/;g.y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;g.y//�CP Œd.x;g.y//C

d.y;f .x//�, for all x;y 2X:
Then:

(1) f and g have a common fixed point ´ in X .
(2) If, in addition, .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then ´ is unique.
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(3) If .I � s.M CP /� s2P / is nonsingular and .I � s.M CP /� s2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then the fixed point problem (of f and g) is well-posed.

Proof. 1. Let x0 be some point in X , we consider .xn/n2N the sequence of suc-
cessive approximations for f and g, defined by:

x2nC1 D f .x2n/; nD 0;1; : : :

x2nC2 D g.x2nC1/; nD 0;1; : : :

We have:

d.x2n;x2nC1/

D d.g.x2n�1/;f .x2n//

�Md.x2n�1;x2n/CNŒd.x2n;f .x2n//Cd.x2n�1;g.x2n�1//�

CP Œd.x2n;g.x2n�1//Cd.x2n�1;f .x2n//�

DMd.x2n�1;x2n/CNŒd.x2n;x2nC1/Cd.x2n�1;x2n/�CPd.x2n�1;x2nC1/

�Md.x2n�1;x2n/CNŒd.x2n;x2nC1/Cd.x2n�1;x2n/�

CPsŒd.x2n�1;x2n/Cd.x2n;x2nC1/�

this implies that:

d.x2n;x2nC1/� .I �N �Ps/
�1.M CN CPs/d.x2n�1;x2n/

D Cd.x2n�1;x2n/:

Similarly, we have:

d.x2nC1;x2nC2/

D d.f .x2n/;g.x2nC1//

�Md.x2n;x2nC1/CNŒd.x2n;f .x2n//Cd.x2nC1;g.x2nC1//�

CP Œd.x2n;g.x2nC1//Cd.x2nC1;f .x2n//�

DMd.x2n;x2nC1/CNŒd.x2n;x2nC1/Cd.x2nC1;x2nC2/�CPd.x2n;x2nC2/

�Md.x2n;x2nC1/CNŒd.x2n;x2nC1/Cd.x2nC1;x2nC2/�

CPsŒd.x2n;x2nC1/Cd.x2nC1;x2nC2/�:

Thus

d.x2nC1;x2nC2/

� .I �N �Ps/�1.M CN CPs/d.x2n;x2nC1/D Cd.x2n;x2nC1/:

We obtain that:

d.xn;xnC1/� C
nd.x0;x1/; for each n 2N:
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Following the same steps of lemma 2, we get that .xn/n2N is a Cauchy sequence.
Using the fact that .X;d/ is complete we get that .xn/n2N is convergent in X . Thus,
there exists ´ 2X such that d.xn;´/! 0, as n!1.

Now, we show that ´ is a fixed point for f by esteeming d.f .´/;´/ we obtain:

d.f .´/;´/� sd.f .´/;g.x2nC1//C sd.x2nC2;´/

d.f .´/;´/� sd.x2nC2;´/� sd.f .´/;g.x2nC1//

and

d.f .´/;g.x2nC1//�Md.´;x2nC1/CNŒd.´;f .´//Cd.x2nC1;g.x2nC1//�

CP Œd.´;g.x2nC1//Cd.x2nC1;f .´//�

DMd.´;x2nC1/CNŒd.´;f .´//Cd.x2nC1;x2nC2/�

CP Œd.´;x2nC2/Cd.x2nC1;f .´//�:

We obtain:

d.f .´/;´/� sd.x2nC2;´/� sMd.´;x2nC1/C sN Œd.´;f .´//Cd.x2nC1;x2nC2/�

C sP Œd.´;x2nC2/C s.d.x2nC1;´/Cd.´;f .´///�

Passing to the limit and taking into account that .I � sN � s2P / is nonsingular and
.I � sN � s2P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/ we get that ´ is a fixed point for f .

Let us show that g.´/D ´ using the condition (iii), we have:

d.´;g.´//D d.f .´/;g.´//

�Md.´;´/CNŒd.´;f .´//Cd.´;g.´//�CP Œd.´;g.´//Cd.´;f .´//�:

We obtain:
.I �N �P /d.´;g.´//� 0:

Note that .I �N �P / is nonsingular and .I �N �P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/ we conclude
that ´D g.´/ so we obtain that ´ is a common fixed point for f and g .

2. Now, we show that f and g have a unique common fixed point. For this, we
assume that there exists another point w fixed by f . Using the condition (iii), we
have:

d.w;´/D d.f .w/;g.´//

�Md.w;´/CNŒd.w;f .w//Cd.´;g.´//�CP Œd.w;g.´//Cd.´;f .w//�

� .M C2P /d.w;´/:

We obtain:
.I �M �2P /d.w;´/� 0:

Taking into account that .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/ this implies that ´ is a unique common fixed point for f and g.
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3. From the previous results, we know that f and g have a unique common fixed
point ´ inX . Let .xn/n2N be a sequence of points inX such that lim

n!1
d.f .xn/;xn/D

0 or lim
n!1

d.g.xn/;xn/D 0, we have:

d.xn;´/� s.d.xn;g.xn//Cd.g.xn/;f .´///

and

d.g.xn/;f .´//

�Md.xn;´/CNŒd.xn;g.xn//Cd.´;f .´//�CP Œd.xn;f .´//Cd.´;g.xn//�

�Md.xn;´/CNd.xn;g.xn//CPd.xn;´/CPsŒd.´;xn/Cd.xn;g.xn//�

we obtain:

d.xn;´/� sd.xn;g.xn//C sŒMd.xn;´/CNd.xn;g.xn//CPd.xn;´/

CPs.d.´;xn/Cd.xn;g.xn///�:

This implies that:

.I � s.M CP /� s2P /d.´;xn/� .sI C sN C s
2P /d.xn;g.xn//:

Passing to the limit and taking into account that .I �s.MCP /�s2P / is nonsingular
and .I �s.MCP /�s2P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/, we get that d.´;xn/!0, as n!1: �

We get the concept of generalized metric space in the previous theorem if s D 1,
in this case we have:

Corollary 1. Let .X;d/ be a complete generalized metric space. Assume that the
operators f , g : X !X satisfy the following conditions:

there exists matrices M;N;P 2Mn�n.RC/ with:
(i) .I �N �P / is nonsingular and .I �N �P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/;

(ii) C is convergent towards zero, where C D .I �N �P /�1.M CN CP /;
(iii) d.f .x/;g.y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;g.y//�CP Œd.x;g.y//
Cd.y;f .x//�; for all x;y 2X:

Then:
(1) f and g have a common fixed point ´ in X .
(2) If, in addition, .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then
� ´ is unique.
� The fixed point problem (of f and g) is well-posed.

Proof. As in the lemma 2, we have:

d.xn;xnCp/� C
nd.x0;x1/.I �C/

�1:

Note that .I �C/ is nonsingular since C is convergent to zero. This implies that the
sequence .xn/n2N is a Cauchy sequence. Using the fact that .X;d/ is complete we
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get that .xn/n2N is convergent inX . Thus, there exists ´ 2X such that d.xn;´/! 0,
as n!1.

Now, we show that z is a fixed point for f for all positive integers n, using the
condition (iii) we have:

d.f .´/;x2nC2/D d.f .´/;g.x2nC1//

�Md.´;x2nC1/CNŒd.´;f .´//Cd.x2nC1;g.x2nC1//�

CP Œd.´;g.x2nC1//Cd.x2nC1;f .´//�

DMd.´;x2nC1/CNŒd.´;f .´//Cd.x2nC1;x2nC2/�

CP Œd.´;x2nC2/Cd.x2nC1;f .´//�:

Passing to the limit (the generalized metric function d is continuous) and taking
into account that .I �N �P / is nonsingular and .I �N �P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/ this
implies that ´D f .´/, so ´ is a fixed point for f .
The rest of the proof follows as in theorem 3. �

If n D 1 in the previous theorem then we get the concept of b-metric introduced
by Bakhtin, in this case we have:

Corollary 2. Let .X;d/ be a complete b-metric space. Assume that the operators
f;g : X !X satisfy the following conditions:

there exists constants M;N;P 2 RC with:
(i) d.f .x/;g.y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;g.y//�CP Œd.x;g.y//C
d.y;f .x//�; for all x;y 2X ;

(ii) sC < 1 with C D
M CN CPs

1�N �Ps
, sN C s2P < 1 and N CPs < 1.

Then:
(1) f and g have a common fixed point ´ in X .
(2) If, in addition, M C2P < 1 then ´ is unique.
(3) If .s.M CP /C s2P / < 1, then the fixed point problem (of f and g) is well-

posed.

Proof. Applying lemma 3 (we can also see [7,12] and following the same steps as
in theorem 3, we get our results. �

Next, We give the definition of a b-normed vector space.

Definition 4. Let X be a vector space. A b-norm on X is a function:

k:k WX ! RC

that satisfies the following three conditions:
(1) kxk D 0, x D 0, 8x 2X ;
(2) k˛xk D j˛js kxk; 8x 2X; 8˛ 2 R and s � 1;
(3) kxCyk � s.kxkCkyk/; 8x;y 2X; s � 1.
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A vector space equipped with a b-norm is called a b-normed vector space.

Remark 2. Let us notice here that some advantages of a vector-valued norm with
respect to the usual scalar norms were very nice pointed out, by several examples, see
[10]. More precisely, one can show that, in general, the condition that C is a matrix
convergent to zero is weaker than the contraction conditions for operators given in
terms of the scalar norms on X of the following type:

kxkM D kx1kCkx2k

kxkC Dmaxfkx1k;kx2kg

kxkE D .kx1k
2
Ckx2k

2/1=2

As an application of theorem 3, we present this theorem for a system of operator
equations.

Theorem 4. Let .X; j:j/ be a b-normed complete vector space and let f;g W X �
X ! X be two operators. Suppose that there exist mij ;nij ;pij 2 RC; i;j 2 f1;2g
such that,

M D

�
m11 m12

m21 m22

�
;N D

�
n11 n12

n21 n22

�
;P D

�
p11 p12

p21 p22

�
for each x D .x1;x2/;y D .y1;y2/ 2X �X , one has:

.1/ jf1.x1;x2/�g1.y1;y2/j �m11jx1�y1jCm12jx2�y2j

Cn11.jx1�f1.x1;x2/jC jy1�g1.y1;y2/j/

Cn12.jx2�f2.x1;x2/jC jy2�g2.y1;y2/j/

Cp11.jx1�g1.y1;y2/jC jy1�f1.x1;x2/j/

Cp12.jx2�g2.y1;y2/jC jy2�f2.x1;x2/j/

.2/ jf2.x1;x2/�g2.y1;y2/j �m21jx1�y1jCm22jx2�y2j

Cn21.jx1�f1.x1;x2/jC jy1�g1.y1;y2/j/

Cn22.jx2�f2.x1;x2/jC jy2�g2.y1;y2/j/

Cp21.jx1�g1.y1;y2/jC jy1�f1.x1;x2/j/

Cp22.jx2�g2.y1;y2/jC jy2�f2.x1;x2/j/:

In addition, we assume that the matrix .I �N �Ps/ is nonsingular and .I �N �
Ps/�1 2 Mn�n.RC/, .I � sN � s2P / is nonsingular and .I � sN � s2P /�1 2

Mn�n.RC/ and sC is convergent to zero.
Then, the system

u1 D f1.u1;u2/D g1.u1;u2/;

u2 D f2.u1;u2/D g2.u1;u2/;
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has at least one solution ´ 2 X �X . Moreover, if, in addition, the matrix .I �M �
2P / is nonsingular and .I �M � 2P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/, then the above solution is
unique.

Proof. Consider E DX �X and the operators f;g given by the expression:

f .x1;x2/D .f1.x1;x2/;f2.x1;x2//

g.y1;y2/ D .g1.y1;y2/;g2.y1;y2//:

Then our system is now represented as a fixed point equation of the following form:
w D f .w/ D g.w/;w 2 E. Notice also that the conditions (1)+(2) can be jointly
represented as follows:

kf .x/�g.y/k �Mkx�ykCN.kx�f .x/kCky�g.y/k/

CP.kx�g.y/kCky�f .x/k/ for all x;y 2X �X:

Hence, theorem 3 applies in .E;d/ with d.u;v/D ku�vk D
�
ju1�v1j

ju2�v2j

�
: �

4. FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR TWO OPERATORS ON GENERALIZED b-METRIC
SPACE WITH TWO b-METRICS

The next result improves this theorem of M. Boriceanu[5]:

Theorem 5. Let .X;ı/ be a complete generalized b-metric space and d another
vector-valued b-metric on X . Assume that the operator f W X ! X satisfies the
following conditions:

(a) f is .d;ı/-uniformly continuous or there exists a matrix U 2Mn�n.RC/
such that ı.x;y/� U �d.x;y/, for all x;y 2X ;

(b) f is .ı;ı/-continuous;
(c) there exists matrices M;N;P 2Mn�n.RC/ with:

(i) .I �N �Ps/ is nonsingular and .I �N �Ps/�1 2Mn�n.RC/;
(ii) sC is convergent towards zero, where C D .I �N �Ps/�1.M CN C

Ps/;
(iii) d.f .x/;f .y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;f .y//�
CP Œd.x;f .y//Cd.y;f .x//�; for all x;y 2X .

Then:

(1) For any x0 2 X we have ı.f k.x0;x
�/! 0, as k!1, where x� is a fixed

point for f .
(2) If, in addition, .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then x� is unique.

In this section, we present another result in the case of a generalized b-metric space
but endowed with two b-metrics.
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Theorem 6. Let .X;ı/ be a complete generalized b-metric space and d another
vector-valued b-metric on X . Assume that the operators f;g W X ! X satisfy the
following conditions:

(a) There exists a matrix U 2Mn�n.RC/ such that ı.x;y/� U �d.x;y/, for all
x;y 2X ;

(b) f is .ı;ı/-continuous;
(c) There exists matrices M;N;P 2Mn�n.RC/ with:

(i) .I �N �Ps/ is nonsingular and .I �N �Ps/�1 2Mn�n.RC/;
(ii) sC is convergent towards zero, where

C D .I �N �Ps/�1.M CN CPs/;
(iii) d.f .x/;g.y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;g.y//�
CP Œd.x;g.y//Cd.y;f .x//�; for all x;y 2X .

Then:
(1) f and g have a common fixed point ´ in X .
(2) If, in addition, .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then ´ is a unique common fixed point of f and g .
(3) If .I � s.M CP /� s2P / is nonsingular and .I � s.M CP /� s2P /�1 2

Mn�n.RC/, then the fixed point problem (of f and g) is well-posed.

Proof. As in the proof of theorem 3, we obtain that .xn/n2N is d -Cauchy. It
follows from (a) that .xn/n2N is ı-Cauchy sequence. Since .X;ı/ is a complete
generalized b-metric space, there exists ´ 2X such that ı.x2nC1;´/! 0, as n!1:

By (b), we have that ı.f .x2n/;f .´//! 0; as n!1. But ı.f .x2n/;f .´// D

ı.x2nC1;f .´//. Hence we have ´D f .´/. Thus ´ is a fixed point for f and

ı.f n.x0/;´/! 0; as n!1:

The rest of the proof follows as in theorem 3. �

Now, we present the previous theorem in the case of generalized metric space.

Corollary 3. Let .X;ı/ be a complete generalized metric space and d another
vector-valued metric on X . Assume that the operators f;g W X ! X satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions:

(a) There exists a matrix U 2Mn�n.RC/ such that ı.x;y/�U : d.x;y/, for all
x;y 2X ;

(b) f is .ı;ı/-continuous;
(c) there exists matrices M;N;P 2Mn�n.RC/ with:

(i) .I �N �P / is nonsingular and .I �N �P /�1 2Mn�n.RC/;
(ii) C is convergent toward zero, where C D .I �N �P /�1.M CN CP /

(iii) d.f .x/;g.y//�Md.x;y/CNŒd.x;f .x//Cd.y;g.y//�
CP Œd.x;g.y//Cd.y;f .x//�; for all x;y 2X .

Then :
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(1) ´ is a common fixed point for f and g.
(2) If, in addition, .I �M �2P / is nonsingular and .I �M �2P /�1

2Mn�n.RC/, then
� ´ is a unique common fixed point of f and g.
� The fixed point problem (of f and g) is well-posed.
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